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In terms of features there is full search ability and reports. The initial development is being done on Linux,
using the Eclipse development environment. So, first determine whether or not ITIL is something your
business needs to follow, and then shop accordingly. In either scenario, smooth operation and data handling
are critical. Calls can be tracked and searched to enable faster response times. As an open source system, the
software is free for all users, with several modules also available free of charge. In the case of the IT help
desk, a self-service portal lets IT direct users to a central location where they can not only log a ticket, they
can also help themselves with a knowledgebase that contains step-by-step instructions for solving common
problems, like "How do I reset my password? Triage provides interfaces for handling tickets with notes and
solutions, full-text search indexing, and allowing for plug-ins which can generate tickets from external sources
for example Asterisk, OpenNMS, Nagios, and e-mail. It's designed to help users identify, monitor and tackle
bugs and system glitches that may appear during testing and launching or products and services. Customers
who intiate a live chat believe they're discussing their problems with a real person, but are actually chatting
with a chatbot-style "AI" that uses careful questions and natural language query processing to find out what
the problem is. The self-service portal is a particulary attractive feature because it can add value to both basic
help desk scenarios: the internal IT help desk and the external, customer-facing product support help desk. The
RT platform has been under development since , and is claimed to be used at thousands of sites around the
world. There is also a handy ticket lock feature to stop two agents working on the same request. Because they
operate at the nexus of operations and user or customer interaction, help desks collect highly valuable data.
This means you don't have to install any of the help desk software onto a local machine. If possible the chatbot
resolves the issue itself, through a canned answer to a common problem, a display of alternate information
resources, or some other AI-accessible methodology. In this instalment of CIO's five open source applications
to watch we take a look at help desk software, which is the basis of incident response and IT service delivery.
These businesses would benefit from help desk solutions such as Cayzu, HappyFox, and Zendesk Support.
Help desk software is the heartbeat of a well-run hel pdesk and is a vital consideration for business owners.
We've mentioned sales and marketing, but it can also be invaluable as business intelligence BI data for product
management and engineering as well as accounting and operations. SSO offers users the ability to one set of
log-in credentials for multiple applications. All of these help desk solutions are available as
Software-as-a-Service SaaS solutions. REST has become a standard for inegrating different cloud software
services, which means you'll be able to hire developers to build custom integrations if the link you want isn't
already supported by the help desk manufacturer. Also, not all help desk software is created equal. It can be
customised to your organisation with a logo and images, there is ticket filtering and routing, notes and plugins
to email, web forms and phone systems for incoming requests. This way, knowledge is not lost and can be
easily leveraged even with new personnel in the IT work force. RT: Request Tracker RT is a ticketing system
which enables a group of people to manage tasks, issues and requests submitted by a community of users. At a
minimum, you're looking for phone and email, and you're best off with the ability to create a self-service
portal. Written in object-oriented Perl, RT manages tasks like the identification, prioritisation, assignment,
resolution and notification for applications including project management, help desk, NOC ticketing, CRM
and software development. Tickets are presented in a clean interface with tagging, priority levels, and ticket
status options with a full history of interactions. It's the same for the customer-facing support site.


